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ANNOTATION 

Software product Complex for documents preparation of aeronautical information (Complex for AI 

documents preparation) PARB.00127-01 is designed to create and maintain a database of aeronautical 

information, generate aeronautical charts, design flight routes for aircraft and exchange data with other 

information systems. Information is exchanged in formats ARINC and AIXM5.1.  

The main source of aeronautical information is the relational database for aeronautical data created 

on the basis of AICM (Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model), with additions for storing planned 

information and route design results. 

The model is recommended by the international organization of planning and coordination of air 

traffic «Eurocontrol». The database structure allows you to store and process all elements of aviation 

activity, store intermediate and final information about planned routes, create aeronautical charts, pages of 

collections for aeronautical information (Air navigation Information Publication, hereinafter compilation 

AIP) in national and international languages. Sheets are formed according to specification (Specimen AIP 

incl. Amdt.2).  

Data generation is carried out in accordance with the document ICAO «Dictionary of International 

Civil Aviation» (hereinafter Doc 9713). The additional source of aeronautical data to the database can be 

information in the exchange format ARINC. 

Route design is carried out in accordance with documents ICAO Doc8168 «Procedures for Air 

Navigation Services. Aircraft Operations. (PANS-OPS) Volume II. Construction of Visual and Instrument 

Flight Procedures» and Doc 9371 «Template for Holding, Reversal and Racetrack Procedures». The 

detailed description of the route creation procedure is specified in the document «Flight procedure 

designer guide» PARB.00127-01 92 01 EN. 

The database of the complex is a common repository of information for all tasks that make up the 

complex. Data and generated documents can be used for planning the use of airspace and air traffic 

control. A detailed description of the database structure is specified in the document «AICM database 

specification». PARB.00127-01 90 01 EN. 

Complex of Aeronautical Information (AI) documents preparation is run in the operating 

environment 64-bit of Windows 7 and higher on computers with the architecture of Intel processors (Core 

i5, Core i7 or later). The complex is installed in the folder with the installed program Geoinformation 

system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 or Geoinformation system «Operator» (GIS 

Operator) PARB.00048-03 (hereinafter – GIS). For work with vector maps, Complex of Aeronautical 

Information (AI) documents preparation uses the dynamic libraries of GIS. 
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1 GENERAL 

In document describes the procedure for deploying PostgreSQL database management system, the 

structure of complex, procedure for exporting to collection of aeronautical navigation (onward – AI), the 

procedure for configuring and administering the software product Aeronautical Information Document 

Preparation Complex PARB.00127-01 (onward – Complex). The complex database is managed by the 

PostgreSQL database management system (onward – DBMS). 

 

1.1 Assignment of the complex 

Software product Complex for documents preparation of aeronautical information (Complex for AI 

documents preparation) PARB.00127-01 (hereinafter referred to as the Complex) is a set of tools for 

maintaining a database of aeronautical data, designing departure routes and landing, modeling the 

aeronautical situation, forming aeronautical charts and exchanging data with other information systems in 

formats ARINC and AIXM 5.1. 

In complex includes a unified aeronautical data base and applied tasks that perform various 

functions for preparation, modeling, design and publication of aeronautical data. 

 

1.2 Hardware and software requirements 

To complete Complex for preparing aeronautical information documents, following hardware and 

software is required:  

 Intel Core i3 processor or higher; 

 RAM from 4 GB and above;  

 Hard drive with a capacity of 30 GB and above;  

 Availability of USB port available for application; 

 Screen size not less than 1280x1024 pixels;  

 Mouse manipulator;  

 Keyboard;  

 Ethernet network card with a performance of 100 Mbit/s or above;  

 Operating system MS Windows 7 and higher;  

 GIS «Panorama x64» or GIS Operator version 13.6. or above;  

 DBMS PostgreSQL version 9.4 or above;  

 Microsoft Office Word 2007 or above for preparing and printing reports. 

 

1.3 Types of processed data  

Complex allows processing information from aeronautical database, in files ARINC, AIXM5.1 

format and aeronautical charts. The database must conform to the AICM model and be managed by 

PostgreSQL. Database model is supplemented with elements that allow generating maps in the main and 

alternative languages. Main default language is Russian, alternative is English. 

 

1.4 General information about data structure 

Information about the structure of information in the aeronautical data base is given in document 

«Specification of AICM database» PARB.00127-01 90 01 EN. 

 

ARINC files 

They are text documents consisting of a set of strings with a length of 132 characters. Each category 

of objects is assigned a two-letter section code. Depending on the section code, import/export converter 

maps map and the classifier object to ARINC object. 

 
SEEUER    A137     0010KEDUBUKEA0E    OL       10700186     FL04003806FL270       0207 
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SEEUER    A137     0015BRP  UKD 0V C  OL       087003431070 FL04002986FL270       0207 

SEEUER    A137     0030JA   UKDB0N C  OL       085008050870 FL17002986FL270       0207 

 

An object can be represented by one or more lines. First line is main line, and following lines are 

auxiliary. Main line contains basic information about object, date of commissioning and localization. 

Auxiliary lines contain comments, extended text descriptions and other secondary information used to 

highlight hints, warning labels in GPS navigators for an object.  

The record is divided into three parts: prefix, informational and ending. The prefix part consists of 

an object localization code and a section code. The informational part on the content is different for 

different sections. The ending contains the code of the AIRAC loop through which the entry is entered. 

Export converters compare the date of entry of the record with the date of the record in the database and, 

in case of seniority, are updated. 

 

Files in AIXM 5.1 format 

They are text documents in XML format, built according to established scheme. Data schema is 

located URL http://www.aixm.aero/ gallery/content/public/schema/5.1. 

File consists of a standard XML header and a collection tag. Collection tag name is 

AIXMBasicMessage. Collections are assigned the standard attributes of all schemas that participate in 

metadata representation. The collection itself consists of nested collection elements named hasMember. 

Each element contains a tag corresponding to an individual object or group of objects on the map. 

Depending on the type of the exported air navigation object, a tag is formed with the established name for 

this category. For example, a tag to represent in an aerodrome set is created with the name 

AirportHeliport. The number of elements in the collection is not limited. 

Each air navigation object is provided as a temporary sample from database. When exporting 

objects from the map, the action time is selected from semantics numbered 15 (start of action) and 16 (end 

of action). Description of objects is placed inside tag with ending TimeSlice. For example, an aerodrome 

is described by the tag AirportHeliportTimeSlice. The AIXM 5.1 Air Navigation Objects collection has 

the following structure: 

 

<?xml version=«1.0» encoding=«UTF-8»?> Standard XML header 

<aixm-message:AIXMBasicMessage 

  xmlns:aixm-message=«URL» xmlns:aixm=«URL»    

  xmlns:gml=«reference» xmlns:xsi=«URL»  

  xmlns:xlink=«reference» xmlns:schemaLocation=«URL  

AIXM scheme»  

  gml:id=«PANDFC.20151118210058»> 

Collection tag. Contains a list of attributes 

with links to schemas involved in data 

presentation. 

Unique identifier for the set 

Shows the date/time of export 

<aixm-message:hasMember> Collection item tag 

     <aixm:OBJECT_TYPE> Air navigation object tag 

     <aixm:OBJECT_TYPETimeSlice> Temporary data fetch tag 

         <aixm:attribute1> AIXM 5.1 Object Attributes 

<aixm:attribute2> 

          ... ... 

</aixm:OBJECT_TYPE> End of aeronautical object tag 

</aixm-message:hasMember> End of collection item tag 

<aixm-message:hasMember> 

… 

Collection of elements with aeronautical 

objects 

</aixm-message:AIXMBasicMessage> End of collection tag 
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Templates of AIP pages 

They are text documents in RTF format. The file is processed by text editors that can open files with 

the RTF extension. 

 

 

Figure 1 -  AIP page structure (bilingual) 

Complex opens a file, replaces the keywords in it with information from the database and saves the 

data to a separate file in the specified folder. 

Keywords are divided into basic and general. The basic ones are replaced by the complex with 

permanent information, the general ones - with information from the database. An example of a template 

sheet for the API collection is shown in the figure below. The figure shows the template of the first sheet 

of section AD2. The structure of the sheets of the ANI collection is the same within one section. The 

name of the template file encodes the volume of the ANI collection, the sheet number and the linguistic 

type of information. The name format is L_TTTN.N, where: 

L – linguistic type of template: D - bilingual, R - Russian, E - English; 

TTT – volume in AIP: GEN – general volume; ENR – «ATS airspace» AD – «aerodromes»; 

N.N – page number in volume. 
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Upper header contains: 

1 - region for which data are published; 

2 - the number of AIP section, the four-letter airport code and date of publication; 

3 - information about publication author to AIP; 

4 - AIRAC cycle; 

5 - title a AIP subsection; 

6 - Aeronautical data. 

 

Keywords begin with «$» or are enclosed in square brackets «[]». The keywords in brackets contain 

the names of the table fields «ad_hp» (for section AD2). Information in such fields is substituted directly 

from the database. If the word begins with the «:» sign, the textual analogue of the field, displayed in the 

complex, is substituted. For example, for airporty Irkutsk, the word [txt_name] will be replaced with 

«Irkutsk», and the word [:val_mag_var] - with the value «4° W». 

 

Aeronautical map out-of-the-box templates 

They are custom storage maps in SITX format. Chart is processed by the complex. Keywords are 

stored in semantics 9 – «Own name, signature text». The map is created in form of a large-scale plan in 

the proportions of A4 sheet.  

Map center of sheet-template at point x=0; y=0 and center object is marked with keyword «ARP*». 

Center object contains semantics 11, which encodes type of map for which template is created. 

The first character is template language code (E - English, R - Russian). The second character is 

code of aeronautical chart: 

E – enroute chart; 

S – chart of region; 

D – chart of SID; 

R – chart of STAR; 

I – instrumental approach chart; 

V – chart of visual landing; 

A – chart of aerodrome; 

O – chart of obstacle class «A»; 

X – chart of ground airfield traffic; 

G – chart of aircraft stands; 

T – chart of terrain diagram during the approach phase. 

 

Creation of an out-of-frame design is performed by the complex in the following sequence: 

 complex creates a user map in the projection of the open map, or uses the one specified by the 

operator in the «Draw on current map» mode (see «User's guide» PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN); 

 template opens in the «Reading» mode, from which all objects are copied to the created / open 

map, after which the template is closed; 

 objects are scaled in accordance with the scale of the open map; 

 on the resulting map iterates over all objects with semantics number 9 to find keywords; 

 all found keywords are filled with information from the database or certain actions are taken to 

create or change objects on the map; 

 objects of template are displaced to the specified position (for section AD2 - the control point of 

the airfield) and rotated by the angle of convergence of meridians in the ARP. 

 

The object «Frame of the work area», which is marked with the keyword «$BOX», is used to design 

the frame of the map. 
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Table 1 -  List of keywords of AIP sheet templates 

Word Volume Replaced information 

$REGION all Region for which data is published 

$DATE all Date of publication 

$AUTHOR all The author of the collection ANI 

$AIRAC all AIRAC cycle 

$BOX charts It is used only in map templates for specifying a linear or area object - the 

work area frame. The object must be closed and contain 5 metric points 

$ACCNR GEN2.4 Airfield location (Russian) * 

$ACCIR GEN2.4 Four-letter code of the ATS unit (Russian) * 

$ACCLR GEN2.4 FIR membership (Russian) * 

$ACCNE GEN2.4 Airfield location (English) * 

$ACCIE GEN2.4 Four-letter code of the ATS unit (English) * 

$ACCLE GEN2.4 FIR Affiliation (English) * 

$NAVSR GEN2.5 Call sign (Russian) * 

$NAVNR GEN2.5 Station name (Russian) * 

$NAVTR GEN2.5 Product type (Russian) * 

$NAVSE GEN2.5 Callsign (English) * 

$NAVNE  GEN2.5 Station name (English) * 

$NAVTE GEN2.5 Product type (English) * 

$NAVPS GEN2.5 Localization in relation to the airport and highways 

$CTANAMER GEN3.3 Name of the ATS unit (Russian) * 

$CTANAMEE GEN3.3 Name of the ATS unit (English) * 

$CTAPOSTR GEN3.3 ATS office mailing address (Russian) * 

$CTAPOSTE GEN3.3 Postal address of the ATS unit (English) * 

$CTATEL GEN3.3 ATS unit phone number 

$CTAFAX GEN3.3 ATS unit fax 

$CTAAFTNR GEN3.5 AFTN code of the ATS unit (Russian) * 

$CTAAFTNE GEN3.5 ATS Unit AFTN Code (English) * 

$MTNAMER GEN3.6 Name of the aerodrome for meteorological services (Russian) * 

$MTNAMEE GEN3.6 Name of aerodrome for meteorological services (English) * 

$MTFR GEN3.6 Weather Service Index (Russian) * 

$MTFE GEN3.6 Weather Service Index (English) * 

$MTPERIOD GEN3.6 Equipment type and frequency of meteorological observations 

$MTTYPE GEN3.6 Weather reports and additional information 

$MTLOCATE GEN3.6 System and location of meteorological observations 

$MTTIME GEN3.6 Opening hours of the meteorological service of the aerodrome 

$MTCLM GEN3.6 Availability of automatic surveillance equipment 

$SPNAMER ENR2.1, 

ENR5.1, 

Russian name for airspace element 
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Word Volume Replaced information 

ENR5.2 

$SPNAMEE ENR2.1, 

ENR5.1, 

ENR5.2 

English name of airspace element 

$SPCOORD ENR2.1, 

ENR5.1, 

ENR5.2 

Airspace Element Coordinates 

$SPCHMAX ENR2.1, 

ENR5.1, 

ENR5.2 

The upper bound of an airspace element 

$SPCHMIN ENR2.1, 

ENR5.1, 

ENR5.2 

Lower bound of an airspace element 

$CLL ENR2.1 Airspace class 

$SPACCR ENR2.1 Service body of the ATS region (Russian) * 

$SPACCE ENR2.1 Service body of the ATS region (English) * 

$SPCSIGNR ENR2.1, 

ENR5.2 

Russian callsign of the ATS area 

$SPCSIGNE ENR2.1, 

ENR5.2 

English callsign of the ATS area 

$SPCLANG ENR2.1 Abbreviated list of ATS languages 

$SPCWORK ENR2.1, 

ENR5.1, 

ENR5.2 

ATS work schedule 

$SPCFREQ ENR2.1 Transmitter broadcast frequency 

$SPCRMKR ENR2.1, 

ENR5.1, 

ENR5.2 

Remark to airspace element 

$SPCODEE ENR5.1, 

ENR5.2 

Airspace element code 

$RTEDESIG ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

ATS route identifier 

$RTERNP ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

ATS route width (RNP number) 

$SEGPNT ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

Name of the main points of the ATS route 

$PNTCOORD  ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2, 

ENR3.6, 

ENR4.4 

Main point coordinates 

$SEGTR 

$SEGREV 

ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

Forward and reverse magnetic track angles of the ATS route section 

$SEGDKM  

$SEGDNM 

ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

Length of the ATS route section in kilometers and nautical miles 

$SEGUP ENR3.1, Upper boundary (maximum echelon) of the ATS route section 
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Word Volume Replaced information 

ENR3.2 

$SEGLOW ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

Lower boundary (maximum echelon) of the ATS route section 

$SEGMSA ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

The minimum safe height of the ATS route section 

$SEGWID ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

ATS route section width 

$SEG+   $SEG- ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

Direction of cruising echelons of the ATS route section 

$SEGRMK ENR3.1, 

ENR3.2 

Remark to the section of the ATS route 

$FIRUIRR ENR3.6 Name of the flight information area in Russian 

$FIRUIRE ENR3.6 Name of the flight information area in English 

$HLDPNT ENR3.6 Waiting point name 

$HLDDIR ENR3.6 Magnetic track angle of the inbound track 

$HLDSIDER 

$HLDSIDE 

ENR3.6 Direction of a standard turn in Russian and English 

$HLPSP1 ENR3.6 Maximum indicated speed (km / h) 

$HLDL1-

$HLDU1 

ENR3.6 Minimum and maximum levels (heights) of the holding area 

$HLDTIME1 ENR3.6 Removal time on the waiting route 

$HLDACC1 ENR3.6 Dispatch body controlling the waiting route, frequency 

$NAVNR ENR4.1 Name of the radio navigation aid 

$NAVTR ENR4.1 Type of radio navigation aid 

$NAVSE ENR4.1 Call sign of radio navigation aid 

$NAVFREQ ENR4.1 Radio navigation aid frequency or channel 

$NAVWORK ENR4.1 Operating hours of the radio navigation aid 

$NAVCOORD ENR4.1 Position coordinates of the radio navigation aid 

$NAVELEV ENR4.1 Exceeding a radio navigation aid 

$SNAVNR ENR4.2 Name of the special navigation system 

$SNAVTP ENR4.2 Station name of the special navigation system 

$SNAVTYPE ENR4.2 Navigation station type 

$SNAVFREQ ENR4.2 Station transmitter broadcast frequency 

$SNAVWORK ENR4.2 Station opening hours 

$SNAVCOORD ENR4.2 Station position coordinates 

$SNAVRMK ENR4.2 Remark to the station 

$PNTDESIG ENR4.4 Key point code 

$PNTMVAR ENR4.4 Magnetic declination of the main point 

$PNTROUTE ENR4.4 List of routes passing through the main point 

$PAGE AD2 Sheet number 
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Word Volume Replaced information 

$MVAR AD2 Airport magnetic variation 

$TRANSHGT AD2 Transition height 

$TRANSFL AD2 Transition echelon 

$ADNAME AD2 Airport name 

$ADCODE    AD2 Airport Code 

$RWYDIR AD2 Runway course 

$RTELIST AD2 List of routes on SID and STAR maps 

$CALLSIGN AD2 Callsign 

$ADELEV AD2 Airport elevation 

$THRELEV AD2 Exceeding the threshold 

$ARPPOS AD2 Airport checkpoint 

$RWYID AD2 Runway threshold 

$RWY AD2 Runway strip 

$MSA AD2 Sign of sectors of minimum safe heights 

$STD.NUMB AD2 Parking number 

$STD.SURF AD2 Parking material 

$STD.PCN AD2 Parking strength 

$STD.ACFT AD2 List of aircraft types that can be parked 

$STD.BRD0 ** AD2 STD.BRD1, STD.BRD2, STD.BRD3 - vertical lines of the parking table 

$TWY.BRD0 ** AD2 TWY.BRD1, TWY.BRD2, TWY.BRD3 - vertical taxiway table lines 

$TWY.DESIG AD2 Taxiway name. 

$TWY.SURF AD2 Taxiway material. 

$TWY.PCN AD2 Taxiway strength. 

$TWY.WID AD2 Taxiway width. 

$TWY.CLS AD2 List of closed taxiways. 

$RWYDIR.TRUE AD2 True Landing Course. 

$RWYDIR.THR AD2 Threshold. 

$RWYDIR.PCN AD2 Runway strength on landing course 

$RWYDIR.LGT   AD2 Lighting technology on the landing course 

$BASELINE AD2 Landing line on the terrain map 

$SLOPE AD2 Signature of the glide slope angle on the terrain map 

$PROFILE AD2 Surface profile on a terrain map 

$TAB.ROW1 AD2 Landing category for OSA / OCH 

$TAB.OCAA ** AD2 $ TAB.OCAB, $ TAB.OCAC, $ TAB.OCAD values of the height of the 

flight over obstacles OCA / OCH 

$TAB.SPEED AD2 Final approach flight speed 

$TAB.LINE AD2 Final Approach Segment Signature 
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Word Volume Replaced information 

$PF.LOM AD2 Long-range drive on the landing profile 

$PF.LMM AD2 Middle drive on landing profile 

$PF.IF AD2 The starting point of the intermediate stage on the landing profile 

$PF.FAF AD2 The starting point of the final stage on the landing profile 

$PF.RTE AD2 Track line on the landing profile 

$PF.RWY AD2 Runway on landing profile  

* Monolingual version may not be available.  

** Identified to expand the table vertically. 

 

FAP-262 aerodrome inspection report templates 

Templates for aerodrome survey reports and its applications are text documents in RTF format. 

Templates are used by task «Assessment compliance of aerodromes with FAR requirements» and serve to 

form acts and appendices to the act of survey of aerodromes. The act is filled in in accordance with the 

requirements of the Federal Aviation Regulations «Requirements for aerodromes intended for takeoff, 

landing, taxiing and parking of civil aircraft to civil aerodromes», approved by order of the Ministry of 

Transport of Russia dated 25.08.2015 No. 262 (hereinafter referred to as FAP). When generating a report, 

the task opens a template file, replaces the keywords in it with information from the database and saves 

data to a separate file. 

An example of a spreadsheet template is shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 2 -  An example an airport obstacle survey report template (Russian language) 
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The aggregate of reports created using these templates, together with other tables, constitutes an 

airport inspection report. 

 

Obstacle table template FAP-138 

Template for electronic data table on obstacles in vicinity of aerodrome was created in accordance 

with requirements of paragraph 15 of Appendix 6 of order of Ministry of Transport of Russian Federation 

No. 305 dated October 31, 2014 «On approval of the Procedure for the development and rules for the 

provision of aeronautical information» and is a text document in RTF format. The information is filled in 

during the analysis of areas to identify and obtain electronic data sets on obstacles, which are created in 

accordance with Chapter 10 of ICAO Annex 15 «Electronic data on terrain and obstacles». 

When generating a report, the array of obstacles is unloaded and saved to a separate file created on 

the basis of the template file. 
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2 STRUCTURE OF PROGRAM 

The applied task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» processes the database AI, 

the working aeronautical map and templates for generating the collection sheets AI. Additional sources of 

information may be data in the exchange format ARINC or AIXM. 

Applied task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» for maintaining a database and 

preparing aeronautical charts for analysis, modeling and publication. 

 

 

Figure 3 -  Functional diagram of task «Preparation of AI documents» 

The execution task «Designing flight procedures» is performed on prepared map with a connected 

matrix and plotted aeronautical situation. Order of interaction between the elements of complex is shown 

in following figure. 

The applied task «Assessment compliance of aerodromes with FAR requirements» is intended to 

assess serviceability of existing and projected airfields, including terrain analysis for building a new 

airfield or runway. 

The applied task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» processes database AICM, 

working aeronautical map and templates for generating collection aeronautical sheets. Additional sources 

of information may be data in exchange format ARINC or AIXM. 

The task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» allows you to: 

 enter information into AICM database; 

 update information on charts from AICM database; 

 export information from database to format ARINC; 

 export information from charts to format ARINC; 

 export information to format AIXM 5.1; 
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 import information in format ARINC on chart; 

 import information in AIXM 5.1 format to a chart; 

 import and update information from the format ARINC in the database; 

 export information to AIP pages; 

 form out-of-frame design of aeronautical charts; 

 import aircraft registration number lists into a file; 

 perform calculations and design routes of departure, approach and landing; 

 simulate air situation and influence of airspace elements; 

 analyze the effect of surface terrain, taking into account relief and obstacles on aircraft flights; 

 calculate OCA/OCH and MSA of the established schemes; 

 build obstacle assessment surfaces according to FAP and perform analysis; 

 generate reports in accordance with the requirements of FAP-262; 

 create an electronic data collection of obstacles in accordance with Chapter 10 of ICAO Annex 

15 «Electronic data on terrain and obstacles». 

 

The order of interaction between the elements of the complex is shown in Figures 4 and 5.  

 

 

Figure 4 -  Functional diagram of task «Designing flight procedures» 
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Figure 5 -  Functional diagram of task « Assessment compliance of aerodromes with FAR 

requirements» 
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3 PROGRAM CONFIGURATION 

Complex includes tasks for GIS Panorama, aeronautical database, examples of aeronautical maps 

and operational documentation. 

Preparation of the workplace begins with installation of DBMS PostgreSQL. Next step is the 

installation of the complex by running the Setup.exe program from the installation. 

After installing complex, you need to configure DBMS PostgreSQL and complex in accordance 

with clauses 3.1 and 3.2. 

 

3.1 How to install the program 

The installation of the complex consists in performing the following actions: 

 run Setup.exe from the installation directory; 

 in dialog box «Welcome to installation wizard» click «Next» button; 

 read text of license agreement, in «License Agreement» dialog box, click the «Agree» button; 

 in «Select installation folder» dialog box, specify installation directory and click «Install» 

button; 

 in program installation completion dialog, click «Finish» button. 

 

3.2 Procedure and features installation of DBMS PostgreSQL 

The PostgreSQL belongs to system-wide free software category. Section will consider procedure for 

installing versions 10 and 11, as well as fundamental features of setting up for different operating systems. 

PostgreSQL versions 10 and 11 are installed on Windows 7 and higher operating systems. Installing 

DBMS older versions, starting from 12 and higher - should be performed on the Windows 10 and higher 

operating system. The peculiarity of the installation is that, starting with the 10th version of the DBMS, 

the standard control program - pgAdmin, which is included in the kit, contains a unique set of modules for 

each version of the PostgreSQL DBMS, and the structure of the database and the generated backup files 

are not compatible with each other friend. The pgAdmin program as part of the DBMS is delivered in a 

browser form that is not compatible with Windows 7. The pgAdmin browser view works correctly with 

Windows 10 and higher. To use PostgreSQL versions 10 and 11 on Windows 7, you must install 

pgAdmin in its standard form as an application. 

 

Correspondence of pgAdmin DBMS versions and operating system: 

 Windows XP: DBMS versions 9.4-9.6 are installed, pgAdmin III control program version 1.20.0. 

 Windows 7: DBMS versions 9.4-9.6 - pgAdmin III control program version 1.20.0, for DBMS 

versions 10 and 11 - pgAdmin 4 version 1.5 control program which is available for download 

https://www.postgresql.org/ftp/pgadmin /pgadmin4/v1.5/windows. 

 Windows 10: DBMS version 10 and higher is installed with built-in browser version of 

pgAdmin 4, which is unique for each installation package. 

 

Before deploying a DBMS server, you should select a specific version of the DBMS that is 

compatible with the operating system, according to the compatibility description (see above). The 

pgAdmin daemon allows you to register lower or compatible servers and perform database migration. The 

ANI installation includes two backups of populated AICM database: 

 AICM8.backup is compatible with DBMS versions 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, 10 and 11 on Windows7. 

 AICM8_v11.backup is compatible with DBMS versions 10 and higher in Windows 10 and 

higher. 

 

A WARNING! Migrating databases from a DBMS server of one version to another should be 

performed exclusively in the configured environment (pgAdmin control program) of the same version of 
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the DBMS. When performing a backup in different versions, the dumps of the backup file will be 

incompatible and will be restored with error code 1. 

Before installing PostgreSQL DBMS from official site you must download the required version, 

taking into account the compatibility and bitness of the operating system. Below we will describe the 

procedure for installing the DBMS version 11 on Windows x64. URL official site - 

https://www.enterprisedb.com/downloads/postgres-postgresql-downloads. 

 

 

Figure 6 -  Selecting the DBMS version on PostgreSQL website 

Download and run the postgresql-11.9-1-windows-x64.exe file. In the dialog box prompting you to 

start the installation, click the «Next» button: 

 

 

Figure 7 -  PostgreSQL installation start dialog 

In «Select Installation Folder» dialog box, specify directory where PostgreSQL will be installed, 

click «Next» button. 
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Figure 8 -  «Select installation folder» dialog 

In «Contents» dialog box, specify components to install. If a DBMS version 10 or higher is installed 

on Windows 7 operating system, pgAdmin 4 component is not installed, it should be reinstalled later. 

Click «Next». 

 

  
Option to install on Windows 10 Option to install on Windows 7 

Figure 9 -  Dialog of «Select DBMS components» 

In the «Select data folder» dialog box, specify the directory where the files with the databases will 

be stored, click the «Next» button. 
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Figure 10 -  Dialog of «Select data folder» 

In «Password» dialog box, specify password for database superuser (Postgres) and the service 

account (postgres), click «Next». 

 

 

Figure 11 -  Dialog of «Password» 

In «Port» dialog box, specify TCP/IP port for PostgreSQL (it is recommended to leave default port 

value), click the «Next» button. 
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Figure 12 -  Dialog of «Port» 

In «Advanced Options» dialog box, select the default region to use when creating other databases. 

For example, for the Russian Federation - Russian_Russia. 1251. Click «Next». 

 

 

Figure 13 -  Dialog of «Advanced Options» 

Before starting installation, module asks for confirmation of selected settings and correctness of 

paths for installing the DBMS. Click «Next» button and wait for installation to complete. 
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Figure 14 -  Installation confirmation dialogs 

 

Figure 15 -  Installation progress dialog 

In dialog for completing the installation of the program, click button «Finish». 

 

 

Figure 16 -  Installation completion dialog 

Uncheck «Stack Builder» and click «Finish». Installation of PostgreSQL DBMS is complete. 
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If you plan to use a DBMS for multi-user use as a server, after installation, open a port in Windows 

firewall for two-way communication in the network, for which: 

 go to «control panel» and select «firewall»; 

 select advanced security options: 

 create a rule for incoming connections for port (in our case, 5432); 

 

   
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 

  

 

Step 4 Step 5  

Figure 17 -  Permission for a port in Windows Firewall 

 create the same outbound rule for the port. 

 

At this stage, the DBMS is configured in both local and network mode. 

 

3.3 Preparing to create a database on Postgresql server 

Database creation can be done in three ways, depending on the use: 

 creating an empty database using scripts. Scripts are located in directory «Setup.Ani». It is 

executed in the pgAdmin utility by sequentially running the scripts 01_ххх.sql… 09_ххх.sql or 

using the «createaicm.bat» batch file. This method is used during initial deployment of the 

database, as well as when creating new jobs; 

 restoring a database from a backup. It is executed in the pgAdmin utility or using the 

«createaicm.bat» batch file. This method is used to deploy a ready-made and filled database for 

educational or educational purposes; 

 updating database to a new version. It is performed in the pgAdmin utility by running the 

upgrate_vX.X.sql script (where X.X is the latest version number). This method is used when 

updating the structure and service information of the working version of the database with up-

to-date information; 

 migrating a live database to a higher version DBMS. 
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The database creation process is preceded by a preparation process, which includes creating, 

configuring and registering a server group, and organizing client access over the network. The setup 

process will be explained in two pgAdmin options (classic and browser for Windows 10 and older). 

Run the pgAdmin administration utility: Start - All Programs - PostgreSQL version - pgAdmin. 

 

 

 

Classic view Browser view 

Figure 18 -  Main window of pgAdmin utility 

By default, PostgreSQL will only allow connections on local machine through Unix domain sockets 

or TCP/IP connections. For other machines to be able to connect to database, an entry must be added to 

the $PGDATA/pg_hba.conf file. 

Configuration files are edited in notepad. Open the pg_hba.conf file located at c:\Program 

Files\PostgreSQL\version\Data\. It is necessary to add new records to the file, indicating in them the IP 

addresses of the computers on which the «Complex for the preparation of aeronautical documents» is 

installed, as a result of which it should contain a list or masks of TCP/IP addresses. 

 

 

Figure 19 -  View pg_hba.conf file in notepad 
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Addresses are specified in following format: address/mask, where address is TCP/IP address of 

network or host, mask is network mask. Network mask is specified as a decimal number that equals 

number of ones in binary mask. In highlighted line in figure above, all IP addresses of 196.168.0.0 subnet 

in range 196.168.0.1 - 196.168.0.255 are available for connecting to the DBMS. 

After making changes to the configuration file, restart the DBMS server by restarting the service. 

From start menu, select and run pgAdmin administration utility. From File menu, select Add Server.In 

«New server registration» dialog specify name, server IP address, password and click «OK».  

 

 

Figure 20 -  Register of new Postgres server 

The GIS server is added to the server group. 

 

 

Figure 21 -  pgAdmin utility with new Posgtres server at name «GIS» 
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3.4 Creating roles in DBMS PostgreSQL 

Owner of database instances that are created from the backup using scripts is built-in PostgreSQL 

DBMS «postgres» account with «superuser» role. 

 

 

Figure 22 -  Create database role - «gisadmin» 

PostgreSQL manages server user privileges in database using the concept of roles. A role can be 

either an individual database user or a group of users. Roles can own objects in the database (for example, 

tables), and can also assign access privileges to these objects to other roles. 

The creation of a new role is carried out in the object browser in the «Login Roles» branch. Right 

button click and select «New Role». 

In the filling dialog, the name of the role is entered, properties, definitions and roles are set. The 

figures below describe the procedure for creating and configuring a role using the example of «gisadmin». 

 

 

Figure 23 -  Dialog for creating a new role - entering a name 
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Figure 24 -  Dialog for creating a new role - entering password and connections limit 

 

Figure 25 -  Dialog for creating a new role – set privileges 

The other role attributes – membership, parameters, security, and SQL – are left unchanged. In 

order to prevent unauthorized access from external networks through the built-in Postgres account, 

it is strongly recommended to create your own account, and disable or delete the built-in one. 

The «testconnect» service role is created in the database with the password zaq1xsw2cde3vfr4, 

which is designed to test the connection to the database before authorizing the API user. 

The role is created automatically when creating an empty database with scripts or using the 

createaicm.bat batch file. When restoring a database from a backup using the pgAdmin console, you must 

create «testconnect» role yourself. The creation and setting of parameters for this role is done in a built-in 

DBMS function. To call it, run the setconnect.sql script included in the kit or execute the command in the 

SQL window: «SELECT _setup_role ();». The SQL window is invoked by the button  located in the 

top panel of pgAdmin. 
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3.5 How to create an empty database from scripts 

Creating an empty database, restoring a full database, backup and restore processes will be 

demonstrated in the browser version of the pgAdmin utility for version 11 of the database. 

An empty database is created according to the following algorithm: 

 delete or rename the AICM8_EN_EMPTY database (if available on the server); 

 on the selected server select the «Databases» item; 

 right-click and select «Create» => «Database»;  

 

 

Figure 26 -  Creating a new database in pgAdmin 

 create an empty base named AICM8_EN_EMPTY with the built-in Postgres account as the 

owner. The owner of the database can be changed in the future. 

 

 

Figure 27 -  Dialog params of creating a new database 
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Leave the values in the «Definition», «Variables», «Privileges» tabs in the database creation form as 

default (see the figure below). 

The database will be added to the tree of the currently selected server AICM8_EN_EMPTY. 

 

 

Figure 28 -  Database AICM8-empty 

You can create a new database using the SQL console with the following actions: 

 in object tree on the installed server, position yourself to the embedded «postgres» database. The 

«postgres» database is created by default DBMS and is listed on any server. After positioning, 

the button  becomes active; 

 click on button  and start the SQL console (see figure); 

 

 

Figure 29 -  pgAdmin: Preparing to create a database using scripts 
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 open the dialog box by clicking (open file) button  on console; 

 

 

Figure 30 -  SQL console 

 in dialog window find «Setup.Ani» folder included in package and load 01_database.sql file into 

console window using «Open» button. The script text will appear in SQL console window; 

 

 

Figure 31 -  Script selection dialog box 

 execute script by clicking the «Execute request» button and wait until the end of its execution. 

The end of the script execution is displayed in the lower right part of the SQL console with an 

indication of the execution time; 
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Figure 32 -  Executing the database creation script 

 moved in position object browser on item «Databases», right-click in drop-down menu, click 

«Refresh». A new database named AICM8-RU-EMPTY should appear in the list of databases. 
 

 

Figure 33 -  Updating the list of databases on the DBMS server 

At this stage, two empty databases are created in DBMS Postgres, scripts and utility tools. 

Databases have no structure and are not populated with items. The next step is to create the AICM 

structure and fill in the service tables and reference books: 

 delete the AICM8-RU-EMPTY database. The main work will be done on the AICM8-empty 

database. Position it; 

 start SQL console, download and run 02_aicm4.5.sql script. The script is executed for about 10 

seconds and forms a structure according to the AICM 4.5 model. The structure of the database 

and a description of its elements are given in the document «Specification of the AICM 

database» PARB.00127-01 90 01 EN; 

 download and run the 03_fill_systables.sql script, which fills service tables and directories with 

basic information; 

 download and run 04_geoborders.sql script, which fills table of ICAO regions for possibility of 

entering and selecting information by tasks of complex by regions (countries). 

 

At this step, the main structure of the database has been created and can be used to work with the 

complex tasks. If it is necessary to create a database with minimal test aeronautical information, scripts 

are launched in the order of numbers at the beginning of the file. 
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Script of 05_adhp.sql is used to fill the airport table with information on the world's airfields; 

Script of 06_acftinfo.sql - for filling the characteristics of the main types of aircraft. 

Script of 07_LightSheme.sql is used to fill standard circuits of lighting equipment. All procedures 

are based on an entry in the ad_hp table (aerodromes) with the ICAO code «$ SYS», which is marked as 

«deleted». Each lighting equipment scheme has a corresponding entry in the rwy table (runway) and a 

subordinate entry in rwy_direction (runway course). Records are created with the sign «deleted». Lighting 

equipment is described by standard equipment subsystems, consisting of various groups of lights. Base 

insertion points of each group of lights correspond to the relative dimensions in the scheme. When filling 

out a runway course from a standard scheme, scheme template is recalculated for selected threshold. 

The 08_border_metric script is used to fill the metrics of state borders of all countries of the world 

by ICAO regions. 

Script of 09_additions used to add additional information to the database. 

 

3.6 Restoring a database from a backup 

The creation of a new database can be performed by the method of restoring from a backup copy 

(rollback) included in the package. The kit includes two pairs of database backups - «AICM8.backup» 

with filled information and an empty «AICM8-empty.backup», which are used for deployment on a 

DBMS in OS Windows 7. The second pair - «AICM8_V11.backup» with filled information and empty 

«AICM8_V11-empty.backup» for deployment in DBMS versions 11 and higher in Windows 10. 

Completed backup copy contains the airspace structure, aerodromes and test information that is 

used in the process of checking complex on territory of Russian Federation as of Jule 2021. When 

restoring a database from a backup copy, the scripts included in distribution kit are not executed. 

Recovery order: 

 delete or rename the AICM8_RU database, if it already exists on the server; 

 in object browser, position yourself to the postgres database. 

 

 

Figure 34 -  Restoring a database from a backup 

Right-click and select «Restore». The restore from backup dialog will appear. 
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Figure 35 -  Dialog for restoring a database from a backup 

Use button  to select the backup file AICM8_v11.backup (for Windows 7 with DBMS version 

9,10,11 - AICM8.backup). Set the file format to «Special or tar», the role name is postgres. If postgres 

role is disabled or removed, specify role that is used as DBMS superuser. The flags of the «Recovery 

options» tab should be set as follows. 

 

 

Figure 36 -  Backup recovery options 
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Press «Restore» button, after about 20-30 seconds, a message will appear about correct restoration 

of database. 

 

 

Figure 37 -  Result of restoring from backup 

Close the window, check the structure of the created database and the fullness of information. 

Position yourself on the «Databases» item and right-click on the «Refresh» button in the drop-down menu. 

 

 

Figure 38 -  Updating the list of databases on Postgres server 

The AICM8_EN database appears in the list. Position yourself on it and test the structure by 

expanding it in the Object Browser. 

 

     

Figure 39 -  Checking the structure of created database 
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Fullness check can be done by opening a table with data. For example, open the GEO_BORDER 

table by positioning the cursor on it and opening the table with button . After restoration, the AICM 

database contains the tables described in the document «AICM 4.5 Metadata Database Specification». 

Start SQL console of pgAdmin application. Download and run the setconnect.sql script supplied 

with the complex or execute the SELECT _setup_role () query. 

 

3.7 Creating a database backup 

Database is restored from a backup. Deployment of a new workplace or transfer of information to 

other users can be performed through the exchange format or through the creation of database backups. 

The backup copy is created by means of the DBMS using the pgAdmin utility, the procedure for creating 

a backup copy is described below. 

Run the pgAdmin utility. In the object browser on the left side, position yourself to the desired 

database. With the right mouse button, select the «Backup» item from the drop-down menu. 

 

 

Figure 40 -  Selecting the database backup mode 

In the «file» tab of the backup dialog, select the resulting file with the «...» button, leave the format 

«custom», set the encoding to «UTF8» and the built-in role «postgres». 

 

 

Figure 41 -  Configuring general backup options 
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Go to the «Upload parameters» tab and set the flags as shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 42 -  Configuring backup options 

Flags of «Sections» and «object types» fields remain unchanged. All checkboxes in the «Do not 

save» field are selected to avoid conflicts and failures when the names of roles, table spaces, or users do 

not match on different servers. 

Set the flag «Add CREATE DATABASE» and «Use SET SESSION AUTHORIZATION». These 

parameters include the script to create the database in the backup dump and enable the authorization 

request on restore. Clear the Verbose Messages flag to disable verbosity of the backup process. 

The backup mode is configured. Click the «Backup» button and wait for the file creation process to 

finish. Completion of the copy creation is signaled by automatic switching of the task to the «Messages» 

tab with the display of the backup result. 
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Figure 43 -  Alert about successful backup 

Close the information window. The backup file is located in the path specified in the «File» tab. The 

backup copy has the backup extension and can be restored by the addressee in accordance with clause 3.6 

of this manual. 

 

3.8 Creating a database using a bat file 

Database recovery can be performed using the createaicm.bat batch batch file. The default recovery 

is performed by the built-in role «postgres». If the postgres role is disabled or removed, register role that 

you use as DBMS default installation account (superuser). 

A WARNING! Recovering from a bat file is recommended for advanced users and administrators. 

We recommend ordinary users to restore the database via pgAdmin console in accordance with clause 3.6. 

Before restoring from the console, rename the database «AICM8_RU», if it exists on the server. The 

script automatically deletes the «AICM8_RU» database from the server when restoring a full copy and 

«AICM8_RU-empty» when restoring an empty copy. 

Open the bat-file and make changes if the server, port, database name or DBMS version in the file 

differ from the settings on your computer. All basic settings of the DBMS parameters are performed at the 

beginning of the file. 

 

 

Figure 44 -  Contents of the createaicm.bat script 
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Description of parameters: 

username - DBMS superuser, postgres by default. 

server - IP address or domain name of the computer or server on which the Postgres DBMS is 

deployed, by default localhost. 

port - port of access to the DBMS, by default 5432. Can be changed when creating a new server or 

installing different DBMS versions. 

database - the name of the database being created, by default AICM8_EN.  

Parameters DEFVERS, PVERS, backupfile depend on the version of the operating system. 

PVERS is the version number of the DBMS to which the database will be restored. For Windows 7, 

the default is 9.4, for older operating systems - 11. Parameters PVERS is appended to installation path and 

forms the full path to DBMS utilities. If during installation of DBMS a path was specified that is different 

from the version number, for example, 11.5, then the parameter must contain exactly this value. 

DEFVERS - default DBMS version number. For Windows 7 it is 9.4 for older 11. The parameter is 

used in cases when the operator does not specify the version. 

backupfile - the name of the backup file, the default value for Windows 7 is AICM8, for older 

operating systems - AICM8_V11. When restoring an empty database, «-empty» is appended to this 

parameter. 

Run the bat file for execution. A question about the version of the installed DBMS appears on the 

screen (see the figure below). By default, the version of the DBMS will be displayed, according to the 

value of DEFVERS parameter. Enter the required version or press «Enter» if you have version 11. After 

entering the version, a question appears on the screen about the path to install the DBMS. If you enter 0, it 

is considered that the DBMS is installed in the «program files» directory, 1 - «program files (32)», 2 - an 

arbitrary directory, including a network drive. If mode «2» is selected, the script prompts you to enter the 

path to the installed DBMS. 

 

 

Figure 45 -  Choosing the path to install the DBMS 

After choosing a path, the script checks for its presence and, if absent, stops its work. The script 

execution information is stored in the «create.log» file. If the correct path is specified, the script continues 

the process of restoring the database. 

Next step is the type of database by occupancy. If parameter 0 is specified, an empty database is 

restored from the file «AICM8-empty.backup (for Windows 10 from AICM8-V11-empty.backup)», in all 

other cases, a full database is restored from the file «AICM8.backup (for Windows 10 from AICM8-

V11.backup)». 
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Figure 46 -  Database selection 

Set a password by specifying the password for the database superuser (default for postgres). The 

password is required to create the testconnect role after restoring the database. If the password is specified 

incorrectly, the recovery process is terminated. 

 

 

Figure 47 -  Entering password of Postrges server  

After specifying the password, the executable script deletes existing database and restores the new 

one from the selected file. The recovery progress is displayed on the screen. The completion of the 

database creation ends with a pause and displaying result of creating the testconnect role using the 

«SELECT _setup_role();» command (see the figure below). 

 

 

Figure 48 -  Finishing database recovery 

After database has been created and restored, you will be prompted to install psqlODBC driver and 

create a new data source using ODBC Administrator. Driver is installed from psqlODBC_x64.msi file. 
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3.9 Database version upgrade 

Structure of database tables, information in reference books and basic global tables can be 

supplemented, refined or changed when a new version of the complex is released. The addition to the new 

structure is carried out through the SQL console of the pgAdmin utility. 

 log in and select the AICM database you want to update; 

 start the SQL console; 

 in SQL console open the upgrate_vX.X.sql file, where «X.X» is the latest version of the 

database structure and execute the script. 

 

The complex tasks include a module for automatic database update to the current version. The 

module sequentially reads all scripts from the Setup.Ani\upgrate directory, builds them in ascending order 

by version and sequentially upgrades the database to the current version. If the complex tasks work 

incorrectly after updating the database, restart the task. 

Updating the database structure to a new version is performed based on the result of an error 

message when trying to authorize in any task of complex. 

 

 

Figure 49 -  Message about updating the database by the ANI task 

Updating the database structure is performed by the upgrate_v7.7.sql script. 

 

3.10 Migrating a database to an highest DBMS version 

The translation of an existing database from version 9 to version 10 or higher should be performed 

in the configured environment of the older version of the DBMS to avoid errors related to incompatibility 

of the generated backup files, the pg_restore and pg_backup modules for different versions of Postgres. 

On the installed DBMS with the configured pgAdmin environment, register two servers in turn: the 

server with the source database and the server on which the resulting database will be deployed. 

 

 

Figure 50 -  Scheme of database migration on Windows 10 from DBMS 9.4 to DBMS 11 
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Backup and restore must be done in the same pgAdmin environment. The first step is to back up the 

original database. 

In drop-down menu of the source database, select the item «Backup» and specify the file name in 

the format «backup». Set the encoding to «UTF8» and the DBMS superuser role (postgres by default). 

 

 

Figure 51 -  Creating a backup for database migration 

 

Figure 52 -  Setting the backup file in the dialog 

In «Upload parameters» tab, check the boxes by the fields: 

Field «Sections» - all checkboxes are cleared. 

Field «Object Type» - all check boxes are cleared except for Binary Large Objects check box. 

Field «Do not save» - all checkboxes are selected. 

Field «Requests» - all checkboxes are cleared, except for checkbox «Add CREATE DATABASE». 

Field «Enable» - all checkboxes are cleared. 

Field «Miscellaneous» - all checkboxes are cleared, except for the «Use SET SESSION 

AUTHARIZATION» checkbox. 

Back up the original database. Copying should end with a successful transaction message. 
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Figure 53 -  Successful saving of the original database 

Switch to the resulting DBMS and select the «Restore» item in the drop-down menu of the built-in 

postrges database. Select the file where the copy of the original database was made and set the superuser 

role name (postgres). 

 

 

Figure 54 -  Restoring a database from a backup to another DBMS 

In the «Upload parameters» tab, check the boxes for the following fields: 

Field «Sections» - all checkboxes are cleared. 

Field «Type of objects» - all checkboxes are cleared. 

Field «Do not save» - all checkboxes are selected. 

Field «Requests» - all checkboxes are cleared, except for checkbox «Add CREATE DATABASE». 

Field «Enable» - all checkboxes are cleared. 

Field «Miscellaneous» – unchecked all checkboxes. Checked only «Use SET SESSION 

AUTHARIZATION» checkbox. 

Restore from the original backup database. The recovery should complete with a message that the 

database was created and restored successfully. 
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Figure 55 -  Database restore message 

Position yourself on the restored database and execute the script from the setconnect.sql file or the 

SELECT _setup_role () query. Launch the complex task, connect and check the correctness of the dialogs 

and forms with the new database. 

 

3.11 Access settings 

Customizing the configuration file can be done manually using notepad. In notepad, open the 

pg_hba.conf file located in the DBMS INSTALLATION PATH \ data folder, by default for version 11  in 

directory c:\Program Files\PostgreSQL\11\data\. The configuration file contains an access block for the 

PostgreSQL server. 

# TYPE  DATABASE     USER       ADDRESS        METHOD 

# IPv4 local connections: 

host    all        all        127.0.0.1/32       md5 

host    all        all        192.168.1.101/32     md5 

host    all        all        192.168.1.102/32     md5 

# IPv6 local connections: 

#host    all        all        ::1/128         md5 

# Allow replication connections from localhost, by a user with the 

# replication privilege. 

#host    replication     postgres     127.0.0.1/32       md5 

#host    replication     postgres     ::1/128         md5 

 

The list of hosts that are allowed to access the database is added to the «IPv4 local connections» 

section. In the fragment of the configuration file, access to the database is allowed for two hosts in the 

local network 192.168.1.101 and 192.168.1.102, as well as for the standard local host 127.0.0.1. 

 

3.12 Configuring a connection to a database via ODBC 

In order to adjust the flexibility of administration and use of the database through the system 

mechanisms of access to the DBMS, the possibility of information exchange through the ODBC 

technology (Open Database Connectivity) is provided. PostgreSQL ODBC drivers are classified as 

system-wide free software. 

Installation of ODBC driver for working with PostgreSQL DBMS is carried out by running 

psqlODBC_x64 installation file. 

ODBC drivers are included in package and are located in the «Setup.ANI» folder. When restoring 

the database from scripts, the installation of one of the drivers is automatically started. When creating a 

database using other methods, driver installation is done manually by system programmer. 
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Figure 56 -  Installing the ODBC driver for 64-bit OS 

In the installation window, click «Next» and then follow the instructions of the installation wizard. 

The ODBC driver installation is complete. Data sources are managed using the ODBC administrator. The 

executable file odbcad32.exe is located in the \SysWOW64\odbcad32.exe directory. 

 

 

Figure 57 -  ODBC data source administrator 

Execute of ODBC Administrator (Control Panel - Administrative Tools - ODBC Data Sources). 

Activate the System DSN tab, click the «Add» button. 

Select the driver - PostgreSQL Unicode and click Finish. 
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Figure 58 -   Creating a new data source 

 

Figure 59 -  Setting properties of a new data source 

Fill in the fields: 

 Data Sourse - the name of the data source; 

 Database - database (GIS); 

 Server - TCP/IP addresses of the server computer; 

 Username - username; 

 Password - the password that will be used to connect to the database (on the server with 

PostgreSQL, a role with this name and password must be created in advance). 
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Test your database connection by clicking the Test button. Upon successful testing, the following 

message is displayed: 

 

 

Figure 60 -  Message about successful connection to database 

Finish the creation of the data source by clicking the «Save» button.  
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4 DATA ADMINISTRATION 

Information in the aeronautical database is stored by category. All data with a payload is built 

according to the scheme: primary key - secondary keys and links - payload - remarks. 

Payload fields are divided into three categories - data field, data link, index field for linking with 

other tables. format and information type of data fields are defined by model and organized as domains. 

A catalog data reference is an integer field that has a specific range of values  for the primary keys 

of the catalog table for a specific category. The range of integer values  within a single domain is 

programmatically controlled. Filling in the data is performed by a task included in the complex by 

importing information from the ARINC format. Tables containing information on the main points, routes, 

airspace elements and the main characteristics of airports are being updated. Import and export from the 

ARINC exchange text format is implemented as part of the formation and processing of aeronautical 

charts information. 

Metric information is stored in WGS-84 coordinate system. Heights are stored in WGS-84 ellipsoid 

height system. Altitude correction for export and import from ARINC format can be made according to 

the connected EGM2008 geoid model. 

 

4.1 Maintaining a category catalog 

The catalog of categories is represented by the table «CATALOG». The reference of the catalog 

entry in the database tables is made to the primary key. The range of possible values  for a specific 

category is limited by the «domain» field. The catalog and standard directories are filled in at the stage of 

database creation using the 04_fill_systables.sql script included in the package. When restoring a database 

from a backup copy, the dictionaries are automatically created and filled. 

Maintaining a database of categories should be focused on one workplace and performed by a 

system programmer. Correction, addition and deletion of directory entries is performed by the pgAdmin 

III program. Deleting records can lead to incorrect operation of the task. 

 

 

Figure 61 -  Aeronautical category table 
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The complex provides for the possibility of correcting the catalog of categories by users. The work 

is limited by category to three types of access. More detailed information on maintaining the catalog of 

categories is given in the document «User's guide» PARB.00127-01 34 01 EN. 

 

4.2 Administration of aeronautical information users 

For support functioning of data security subsystem, database includes service tables. The 

«Transaction log» table is used to organize multi-user access to data with logging of modifications in data 

tables. The transaction log allows you to: 

 log the operations of creating, deleting and updating data records; 

 undo and restore (UNDO/REDO) data, both for a single record and within a data entry session; 

 to record user actions on access to data and their modification; 

 recover data in case of hardware and software failures using rollback tables and data backups. 

 

The «Transaction log» table contains information about each performed data modification operation. 

Description of users of aeronautical information is contained in table «ANI users». Table allows you to 

authorize users and keep track of their actions in the complex. 

The names and descriptions of data tables to be copied to rollback area are stored in Catalog table. 

At the stage of the initial installation and initialization of the Complex, two ANI users are created: 

aniuser with the password 111111 and admin with the password 123456. Information about these users 

is stored in a special table of users «$register_user», the password is stored in encrypted form. 

Authorization of the same user is allowed only once in the database. If the user is authorized, login from 

another workstation is unavailable. 

Aeronautical user has all the rights described in document «Operator's Guide». User identification is 

used to organize multi-user access and log changes in data tables. 

Aeronautical administrator, has the rights to correct the transaction log, clear rollback tables and can 

create new users. Administrator is organized through administrative panel, which is launched in «Prepare 

ANI data» task by pressing button . By default, button on panel is not available and is activated when 

a user is registered with administrator rights. Administrative panel is designed as a form with three tabs: 

 

The «Users» tab is used for registration, modification and deletion of aeronautical user accounts. In 

left part of form there is a list of all users. User status column is highlighted in crimson for active users, 

green for current user. At bottom of button «Add» and «Delete» are used to create or delete accounts. 
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Figure 62 -  Administrative panel, «ANI user» tab 

On right side there are fields for correcting user account: 

«Identifier» is a unique textual name of the user. It is recommended to indicate in Latin encoding. 

«User» - last name, first name and patronymic or other information that identifies the user. 

«Password» - the user's password. Stored encrypted in the database. 

«Status» - one of the statuses of the account. At the moment, the complex operates with two statuses 

«user» and «administrator». 

 

 

Figure 63 -  Administrative panel, «Transaction log» tab 

Flag «Blocked» is used to temporarily disable the user. Blocked users are not removed from the 

database, but they will not be visible in the drop-down list in the tasks of the complex. 

«Address 8-char» - intended for setting the eight-letter AFTN identifier for aeronautical user. The 

index value serves to select the received messages addressed to a specific API user. 
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In lower right part for the active user, brief information about his work is displayed. Name of 

database, host, role in the database and the time of beginning of the session and last activity are indicated. 

The buttons «Save», «Help» and «Exit» are used to save changes, call the help system and exit the 

administrative panel, respectively. 

 

The «Transaction log» tab is used to monitor active user sessions with displaying sequence of 

actions of each session in reverse chronological order and information about changes made to database 

tables. On the right side of the window, active sessions are indicated at the top, and the sequence of 

operations is shown below. The nature of the change is indicated in the right part of the window. Fields 

that have changed are highlighted in red. 

 

 

Figure 64 -  Administrative panel, «Clear history» tab 

The «Clear history» tab is used to clear transaction log and rollback tables in case of database 

maintenance. Operation is performed infrequently and serves to reduce performance losses as database 

grows. Filter by date at the top of the dialog. All transaction log records earlier than the specified day are 

selected. To the right, the total number of records is counted. 

At the bottom, there is a «Clear» button, clicking which performs the following actions: clearing all 

rollback table entries associated with the transaction log, deleting the transaction log records themselves, 

finding and deleting entries in the rollback tables that are not associated with the transaction log. 

The «Clear Tables» tab is used for physically deleting records of the obstacle table (public.obstacle), 

its subordinate tables (public.obstacle_dir, public.obstacle_vertex, public.obstacle_in, public.constr_time) 

and the transaction log table (public.$operation_journal). It is recommended to make a backup copy of the 

database before starting the «Delete» mode, since deleted records cannot be restored. 
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Figure 65 -  Administrative panel, «Clear Tables» tab 

To perform the procedure for deleting entries, you must set the flag in the «Table of obstacles» field 

and click on the «Delete» button. To stop the deletion mode, left-click on the «Records deleted» label 

located on the ruler for displaying the progress of the deletion process. 
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5 ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

Complex for preparing aeronautical information documents consists of three main tasks, two 

converters and a database. The database can operate in multi-user mode or exclusive mode. In multi-user 

mode, access to database is built in such a way that several tasks can simultaneously work at one 

workplace under one AI account. Work under the same AI account at different workplaces is blocked. An 

attempt to access the database under the same account from different workstations is accompanied by an 

error. In this mode, for each user of AI, an internal objective control is carried out and the division of 

transactions is organized at level of data entry for a certain category of air navigation objects. 

In exclusive mode, work is not divided between users. All actions in the database are performed on 

behalf of one user, for whom general and continuous objective control is carried out. It is recommended 

for the system programmer to organize multi-user access to the database, with the exception of cases of 

individual use of the complex. 

The operation of ARINC and AIXM converters in a complex without a connected base fully 

corresponds to the operation of similar built-in converters in GIS Panorama. The difference between the 

operation of the converters of the complex and the built-in converters lies in the possibility of drawing the 

aeronautical situation on different charts in accordance with the settings for matching charts in the task 

«Preparation of AI documents». 
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6 SYSTEM PROGRAMMER MESSAGES 

During program execution, messages may be issued to system programmer. Following table 

contains error messages that require the intervention of a system programmer. 

 

Message Probable cause Remedy 

Legacy database 

Create a new database? 

(upon creation, data will be 

transferred) 

Yes - create a new database 

No - DB update 

The database does not 

correspond to the version of 

complex tasks. 

Updating the database with scripts 

of current version according to 

current document. 

Incompatible database 

versions. Update failed! 

Update the database to version 

7.0 or higher and try to connect 

again. 

Database version 6.11 or 

lower. 

If an outdated database contains 

current AI data, it is recommended 

contact to KB Panorama to obtain 

entire set of scripts indicating 

version of database. 

DBMS authorization error Connection parameters are 

incorrect. 

Specify server, port, database 

names and password for DBMS 

role. 

Multiple AI users An attempt was made to 

register a user with same login 

in administrator panel. 

Choose another account or contact 

your database administrator. 

ANI user not found User is not in database or is 

blocked by AI administrator. 

Contact the administrator of AI or 

log into admin panel if you are one 

and check the blocking and 

presence of the user. 

ANI user is already connected Repeated attempt to log in 

under one AI account from 

different workstations or RM 

failure with an active user. 

Make sure that workplaces from 

which you are trying to log in have 

same TCP/IP. If method does not 

help, contact AI administrator to 

clear field in users table. 

The language of the database 

directories is different from the 

GIS language. Help 

information display may not be 

correct! 

An attempt to connect in 

Russian-speaking environment 

of GIS Panorama to English-

language database, or 

conversely. 

Change language in GIS Panorama 

or connect to database with 

corresponding language. 

There are no aeronautical 

charts. Operation is possible 

only in data entry mode. 

In maps  collection when AI 

task is connected, there are no 

maps with dfc.rsc classifier. 

Create or connect to the set 

aeronautical map. At the initial 

stage, restart the task and create an 

aeronautical map when the task is 

requested. 

There are no aeronautical 

charts in list of charts. Create a 

new aeronautical map? 

Answer yes and create a map. 

Selected classifier is not 

aeronautical 

An attempt was made to create 

an aeronautical chart or set of 

charts using a classifier other 

than dfc.rsc. 

Select an aeronautical classifier. 
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Message Probable cause Remedy 

Airport table is empty. No 

entry possible! 

An attempt to open the form 

for entering aeronautical data 

into the database, which are 

subordinate (detailed) objects 

in relation to the aerodrome. 

Open aerodrome entry form and 

create one aerodrome for selected 

dataset (ICAO region and date). 

Object read error 

Object not created 

Crash while working with 

chart. Check data integrity with 

built-in GIS tools 

Close tasks and check map data. 

Control access and write mode to 

charts. 

Height matrix is not connected! An attempt to calculate heights 

in absence of height matrix’s. 

Add height matrix to map 

collection. If message appears 

during calculation of altitude when 

entering points and aerodromes, 

specify base matrix in setting form. 

Error while generating report Template is missing or 

template has been corrected. 

Return templates in folder Ani.Dot 

from last install. 

AIXM file structure error An attempt was made to import 

an xml file using a non-AIXM 

scheme. 

The file does not conform to AIXM 

format. Choose correct file. If file is 

in AIXM format, contact KB 

Panorama for advice. 

The file is not suitable for 

processing 

An attempt was made to import 

using an invalid file format. 

Select correct file or contact KB 

Panorama for advice. 

An error occurred while 

creating a map. The card is 

probably already open. 

An attempt was made to create 

a map with name of a map 

already open or added to 

collection. 

Change file name or close map. 
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

AFTN - Aeronautical fixed telecommunication network 

AI - Aeronautical information  

AICM - Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model (aeronautical information 

database specification) 

AIXM - Aeronautical Information Extended Metadata (format for presenting 

aeronautical information and metadata) 

AIRAC - Aeronautical information regulation and control 

ARINC - Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated (ARINC). The ARINC Standards 

ARP - aerodrome reference point 

Doc ХХХХ - ICAO document identification number ХХХХ 

DBMS - Database Management System 

FIR  - Flight Information Region  

ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organization 

NOTAM  - NOtice To AirMen (information message about changes in the rules for 

the conduct and provision of flights and aeronautical information) 

ODBC - Open Database Connectivity  

PANS-OPS 

 

- Doc8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Aircraft Operations. 

Flight Procedures» 

pgAdmin - Visual utilite for degignind dattabase Postrges  

SQL - Structured Query language 

TCP/IP - Network data transfer protocols 
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